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In This Report:
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And More Online:

- Secretariat: https://www.ietf.org/proceedings/91/progress-report.html
- NOC:
- Chair: http://www.ietf.org/blog
Participants

- 1080 people onsite
  - 136 newcomers
  - IETF 88 had 1189 people onsite

- 50 countries
  - IETF 88 was 54 countries

IETF 88 was held in Vancouver, BC, Canada
Visa Issue

• Discussed in more depth in the IAOC presentation

• IETF, IAOC and Nomcom chairs opinions:

  http://www.ietf.org/blog/2014/11/getting-visas-to-an-ietf-meeting/

• This is a significant issue and we are taking it very seriously

• This time Ray and few others made a significant positive impact

• Going forward, this matter needs to weigh more — but please be aware that there are no easy solutions
Public Telechats

• An experiment started from September 2014

• Provides transparency and opportunity to follow a topic

• We have had a few observers on each call

• IESG has decided to continue the practice
IANA Transition

• Significant discussion on this world-wide

• IANA transition Coordination Group (ICG) created with participation from multiple organisations — http://ianacg.org

• Bulk of the responsibility is in the communities being served

• At the IETF, we have discussed our wishes and requirements in various forms, now in IANAPLAN WG

• The IETF proposal coming up for last call soon
Re-Structuring Areas

• In October, the IESG announced a plan to re-organise IETF areas and working groups

• Our goal is to have changes in place in summer 2015
  • With enough time for the IESG and community to consider the best approach; ready for 2015 Nomcom cycle

• For the 2014 Nomcom cycle, IESG opinion is that the 2nd APP AD position need not be filled, but this is ultimately a Nomcom decision
Why Restructure?

- Match IETF structure to current topics
- Support growth in emerging topic areas
- Match management resources to workload
- Provide better flexibility to deal with naturally occurring fluctuations in workload and topics
What This Is NOT

• Closing applications work — IETF will continue to work on applications

• An attempt to shift IETF work to other topics — community’s interest is what determines new WGs

• Change in overall AD workload situation — while re-structuring helps balance, workload is largely a function of work split between IESG and WGs
Next Steps

• Preparatory work in the IESG; currently building a map of IETF work clusters

• Developing proposals
  • We have several ideas, but do not have a proposal yet
  • Ideas: combining APP/RAI, re-balancing WG load among areas, adding a 3rd AD to a big area, spinning off a virtualization/SDN work area, making AD-WG assignment more flexible, … suggestions welcome!

• Discussion in the community and the IESG — on the list, at IETF-92, IESG retreat, …
Appeals
No Appeals

http://www.ietf.org/iesg/appeal.html
Recognition
Alvaro Retana

- Great example of reaching out from the IETF
- Remote hubs http://www.isocvenezuela.org/ietf91/
- IETF-LAC https://mail.lacnic.net/mailman/listinfo/ietf-lac
- ...
Lars Eggert
Datatracker Facelift

- Bootstrap based
- Clean, uniform UI
- Better small device support

Thanks to Lars Eggert for initiating this project and converting most of the existing pages!
Bert Wijnen

(insert song here)
Thank You